Abstract Most social network sites allow users to reshare a piece of information posted by a user. As time progresses, the cascade of reshares grows, eventually saturating after a certain time period. While previous studies have focused heavily on one aspect of the cascade phenomenon, specifically predicting when the cascade would go viral, in this paper, we take a more holistic approach by analyzing the occurrence of two events within the cascade lifecycle -the period of maximum growth in terms of surge in reshares and the period where the cascade starts declining in adoption. We address the challenges in identifying these periods and then proceed to make a comparative analysis of these periods from the perspective of network topology. We study the effect of several node-centric structural measures on the reshare responses using Granger causality which helps us quantify the significance of the network measures and understand the extent to which the network topology impacts the growth dynamics. This evaluation is performed on a dataset of 7407 cascades extracted from the Weibo social network. Using our causality framework, we found that an entropy measure based on nodal degree causally affects the occurrence of these events in 93.95% of cascades. Surprisingly, this outperformed clustering coefficient and PageRank which we hypothesized would be more indicative of the growth dynamics based on earlier studies. We also extend the Granger-causality Vector Autoregression (VAR) model to forecast the times at which the events occur in the cascade lifecycle.
Introduction
Sharing information in online social networks has become a widespread phenomenon where multimedia information can be in the form of text, photos or links to other information. When such a piece of information is shared among multiple people over a prolonged period of time, we obtain cascades of reshares for that information. There has been a growing interest in information cascades as they have wide range of applications in viral marketing [2, 3] and cascade prediction [13] . The increasing availability of data identifying diffusion traces that lead to such cascades has allowed researchers to obtain empirical evidences of mechanisms through which information diffuses in social networks. One attribute of the cascade that has received widespread attention in the recent past has been the cascade size. The authors in [13] address the question of whether the cascade size can be predicted at all. Following their positive results, there have been several attempts to predict the future size of the cascade and its extension to whether it would cross a threshold within a certain time [1] .
While these papers present several interesting results on the temporal dynamics of the cascade progress that impacts the future size, they either predict the final cascade size or when the cascade would reach a certain size using social network characteristics or diffusion modeling mechanisms. However, most of these studies tend to overlook the time periods in which a cascade grows and attains a size which explains when the cascade would be experiencing fast adoption and when it would be nearing its saturation leading to inhibition of further progress. One of the closest work related to this problem of understanding the growth dynamics in different phases of the cascade lifecycle has been done in [9] where the authors model the cascading mechanism using behavioral dynamics thereby predicting the trajectory of the cascade growth in terms of the size attained over time. In this paper, we try to bridge this gap in understanding the predictive features of cascade size and the growth dynamics in various time periods in the cascade lifecycle by studying the cascade topology at various times.
Innovation diffusion of products has often been compared to information diffusion in social networks as in both cases, the market penetration of new products or services are hugely driven by social influences and trust between the users. As studied in [4] , analyzing the growth patterns and the turning points in the product lifecycle is always crucial for market evolution. Drawing motivation from such ideas, we identify these turning points in the cascade lifecycle and then understand the dynamics of growth in the phases encompassing these turning points. Similar to the product lifecycle, the lifecycle of a cascade progresses through different phases of growth and while previous studies have focused on the period where there is a fast rate of adoption shown by bursty growth [10] , there have been little to no work focusing on the period when the cascade starts saturating leading to a complete stop in reshares. This raises an interesting question: how do the social network attributes differ in the time period where there is a sudden rise in reshares compared to the period where the cascade nears complete inhibition and are there any early visible patterns in the network structure that can help to predict the future course of the cascade lifecycle ?
To address the above, we describe the concept of "events" in the lifecycle of information cascades and then we describe the set of events that we study in this paper. Traditionally, the Product Life Cycle (PLC) concept [26] used in economics assumes 4 time phases to describe the product life span: introduction, growth, equilibrium and decline. The introduction phase refers to the take-off starting period when the rate of adoption is slow because of being new to the market. The growth phase refers to the phase when the adoption rate gains maximum momentum in the entire course of the lifecycle and is followed by the maturity phase when the adoption rate starts saturating eventually leading to the decline phase after which the adoption rate fails to resurge. A cascade lifecycle can be represented by a sequence of similar time phases which we term as lifecycle events as they signify the occurrence of change points in the trajectory of the cascade. In this context, the main contributions of this paper are three fold:
-We create a framework to identify two events -the period of maximum growth or the "steep" interval and the start of inhibition period in the course of the cascade lifecycle using the concept of Hawkes self exciting point process model [5, 18] . -We study how the structural properties of the cascade network changes as it grows over time and we analyze the time intervals leading to the two events to explain the properties in the network structure that augments or creates a bottleneck in the information diffusion process. To this end, we use node-centric social network measures to explain the phenomena of growth and decay of the resharing process by focusing on individuals as the factor for information diffusion. Our framework of Granger causality to quantitatively evaluate the features [31] shows that degree entropy as a measure of a node's neighbors' degree is a strong causal feature and node clustering coefficient is the weakest for measuring the future reshare response times indicated by the fact that while degree entropy Granger causes the response times in 93.95% of cascades, clustering coefficient shows a similar causal effect in only 89.4% of cascades. -We use the node-centric measures individually in addition to extending the Vector Autoregression model (VAR) used in the Granger causality framework to forecast the occurrence of the steep and inhibition times in the lifecycle using the node-centric measures. We find that while degree entropy performs the best as an individual feature having a mean absolute forecasting error of 33.65 minutes for the steep time and 81.18 minutes for the inhibition time, clustering coefficient performs the worst having a mean absolute error of 224.04 and 400.03 minutes for the steep and inhibition times respectively, for a similar regression model. This also suggests that forecasting the inhibition time is a more difficult problem to tackle than forecasting the steep time in the cascade lifecycle.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first introduce the framework for the identification of the event intervals followed by the statistical framework for evaluation of node measures using Granger causality in Section 3. Then we describe our dataset in Section 4 followed by the description of the social network measures used in this paper in Section 5. Finally we provide the experimental results in Section 6 followed by the Conclusion. The key component in our approach is studying the cascade network structure at different time intervals within the lifecycle and to the best of our knowledge, this is a first comprehensive study on comparing and evaluating such events in the cascade lifecycle.
Related Work
As mentioned before, there has been an increasing line of work surrounding the dynamics of cascade growth [9, 13] , where the authors try to model the trajectory of the cascade growth and in the event also predict the future course of the cascades. Modeling the underlying diffusion process to characterize events in the lifecycle of the cascades is a widely studied problem [10, 42] . Two of the most widely used approaches to study such diffusion processes are: (1) using the social network graph topology to understand the position and importance of nodes and then using them for measuring or predicting the diffusion spread as done in [16, 35, 43, 44] and (2) using the temporal process of the formation of cascades to build parametric influence models and then use optimization methods to learn the parameters and use them for prediction of events such as done in [9, 18] . There are numerous other methods also which have been studied in social network diffusion [25] surrounding such cascades. Social network diffusion has been an important component in predicting cascade growth. To this end, [5, 24] used Hawkes model to measure time-varying social influence and to model viral network diffusion. Applications of Hawkes process dates back to studies describing self-exciting processes of earthquakes [19] . Our approach to identify the period of maximum growth and start of the inhibition region in a cascade life based on Hawkes process is performed along the line of work introduced in [18] where the authors use Hawkes point process model to predict the final number of reshares of a post.
In this paper, we focus on using graph based measures in assessing the structural properties of the social network that explains why the cascade starts inhibition after a certain time period as opposed to its steep period where it experiences huge growth. Using social network features to identify superspreaders in information diffusion has been comprehensively studied in [15, 16, 22] where the authors compare various features like PageRank, degree centrality, core number in a k-core decomposition of network, to identify influential users. The social interactions between pairs of individuals denoted by e=(i, j) in the subsequence τ .
Studying the position of nodes in the network structure has been a popular way of understanding the diffusion spread. Related work in [16] study such node centralities using the k-core measure where the authors show that the position of a node in the core structure of the network is more revealing of the diffusion spread than just the neighbor degree. But in such studies, the authors use the friendship or human contact networks to model the diffusion spread and simulate them over SIR or SIS models. Therefore most of these networks are static snapshots as opposed to our approach where we intend to study temporal networks which change rapidly within a short span. Temporal centralities studied in [45] are defined based on dynamic networks where the network edges change over time. However the major drawback in defining such temporal centralities is the time granularity on which such centralities are defined and as such with large network size, the computation of such centralities would be expensive. To avoid such huge overheads, in our work we define the centralities on static networks but considering evolving time-ordered networks as static networks over a time range. Diffusion centrality introduced in [52] measures the centrality of nodes with respect to different propagation properties where the authors postulate that the importance of a vertex may differ with respect to different topics in the same network. Since we ignore the content or topics that are propagated in this network, we use other widely used centralities on static networks evolving over time instead of using such centralities. Similarly the authors in [50] study the effect of the top ranked nodes with respect to various centrality measures in spreading the infection in different phases of the diffusion cycle namely the sub-critical, critical and super-critical regimes. In this paper we use a data-driven study of diffusion mechanism avoiding any assumptions of a diffusion model, and we use evolving time networks to measure the importance of the nodes with respect to network centralities in two important phases of the cascade lifecycle described in the following sections.
Framework for the empirical study of lifecycle events
Following conventions established in previous work [1, 10, 13] , we will use the symbol C to denote an arbitrary information cascade (i.e. a microblog that spreads in the social network). Formally, a cascade is represented by a sequence of tuples (u, v, t) such that the microblog was reshared by v from u at time t. We denote the sequence of reshare times for C as τ C = 0, . . . , t, . . . T C ordered by time, where T C denotes the time difference between the first and last posting. Here t ∈ τ C denotes the reshare time offset by the starting time for that cascade and S C =|τ C | denotes the number of reshares. We will drop C from all notations when they are applicable for all cascades. We will often use the notation τ to denote a subsequence of τ . We slightly abuse the terms interval and subsequences in this paper -an interval is considered here as a generic term for a range of time points not subject to any constraints whereas we define subsequences formally later in Section 3.2 as a contiguous subset of τ and are subject to a set of constraints. We use subsequences for cascade topology analysis and for forecasting purposes.
Rules for identifying time subsequences mapping the events described before are generally not well defined in the context of information cascades. In the context of C, product adoption in a PLC refers to the resharing process by users and we refer to the subsequences mapping the growth and decline phases in PLC as the steep interval and inhibition interval respectively. Our entire work in this paper is centered around the identification and analysis of the growth and decline phases which we consider as our events of interest and the corresponding subsequences mapping these set of events as event subsequences. The problem we study in this paper is identification and forecast of such subsequences during which behavior change occurs in the context of cascade adoption using social network measures. In the literature of statistics, such problems fall in the area of change-point detection.
However, in information cascades we do not generally see such smooth transitions in all cascades explained by empirical observations where we find three types of Growth curves shown in the plots in Figure 1 , each of which depict cumulative cascade size over time t. Apart from Type I cascades as illustrated in Figure 1 (a), which depicts an ideal logistic S-shaped growth pattern, most transitions in the cascade lifecycle are not smooth. One such example is given by Type II cascades illustrated by Figure 1 (b) which are characterized by multiple temporal patterns of growth, a problem which has been previously studied in the context of time series where convex and concave patterns are used to fit the phases within the lifecycle [28, 29] . Since our focus in this paper is in understanding the steep and inhibition subsequences from a network analysis perspective, we avoid such rigorous pattern fitting mechanisms and instead use point processes to model cascade generation and identify the subsequences mapping the two aforementioned events. 
Steep and Inhibition intervals
As mentioned above, in Figure 1 (a) we show an example plot of Growth curve and show three major types we identified empirically:
1. Type I cascades: Cascades which follow the logistic function as shown in Figure 1 (a). 2. Type II cascades: These cascades exhibit a step-like pattern of growth shown in Figure 1 (b). 3. Type III cascades: These cascades do not follow the logistic function as shown in Figures 1(c) and (d) and one of the many reasons for these cascade curves is that they probably do not complete their lifecycle within the period of 1 month that we have considered for each cascade.
The motivation behind defining these three types of Growth Curves lies in the way we define steep and inhibition intervals. Intuitively, the steep interval is the interval where maximum,"spikey" diffusion activity occurs characterized by a sharp increase in the adoption over the previous intervals that is also maintained in subsequent intervals. Likewise, the inhibition interval represents a significant, "spikey" decline in adoption relative to previous intervals -which is followed by subsequent intervals where adoption continues to decay. Furthermore, the inhibition interval is a period whereafter the cascade fails to regain any surge in adoption rate. We aim to tag only a single period as the steep interval and a single period as an inhibition interval in the cascade, therefore we define these three types and only consider Type I. As shown in Figures 1(b) ,(c) and (d), other types of cascade have multiple regions with slackness in growth, making it difficult to tag only one inhibition region. In addition, Type II and Type III only make up minority of the whole set of cascades and capture most anomalies due to time scaling issues. Therefore, we only consider Type I cascades and assume a logsitic fit to the growth curve.
The major challenge in our study is to identify the event subsequences that would allow us to explain the growth dynamics in the vicinity of those subsequences. To overcome the issue caused by the absence of ground truth, we use retrospective analysis on a few selected cascades to infer the parameters of a model based on point processes and maximum likelihood estimation and then calculate the approximate steep and inhibition times of all the cascades in our corpus. We briefly describe the procedure we apply on the selected cascades to develop the model and infer the parameters. Given scaling parameter α, we divide τ C into sequence of time intervals of uniform interval size K C = α log(T C ) (refer Table 1 for symbols). Amongst these intervals, two are of interest in this work: the steep interval and the inhibition interval, an example of which is shown in Figure 1 (a).
To formalize these ideas, the simplest notion would have been to find the slope or the first derivative of the cumulative cascade size with respect t -but we found this method to have some significant drawbacks:
1. It is difficult to define a threshold for the slope values at the start of the inhibition phase as the rate of adoption in that region for each cascade varies significantly. 2. There will be multiple regions in the same cascade with nearly equal slopes -though most intervals do not fall into our described category of inhibition interval.
Put together, the first order derivative approach does not incorporate sufficient information about the time taken by users to adopt the cascade and only takes into account the cumulative size of cascade at each reshare time point which is insufficient to identify the event intervals. We identify these intervals in a three-step process, which we provide technical details for in the Appendix A1. This process, illustrated in Figure 2 is described intuitively below:
1. Based on recent findings that relate point processes to network diffusion modeling(i.e. [18] [5], we calculate the Hawkes intensity at each reshare time point t as a function of the number of past interactions of the participating fig. (g) ), where T G[t inhib ] = t inhib − tsteep, ∀ t inhib ∈ I C , ∀C ∈ Cs. We use maximum likelihood estimation on the probability distribution of these two attributes to obtain the estimated thresholds of Growth and Time difference. We set the first time point t in the lifecycle of cascade C, whose Growth[t] and T G[t] cross the estimated thresholds, as the final t inhib for C shown in fig. (h) . Example showing how the network is partitioned over subsequences for network analysis. Observe that τ steep and τ inhib contain t steep and t inhib respectively. Each τ contains equal number of nodes for analysis and as the cascade progresses more nodes get activated marked in red. Although each τ looks uniform in the time span, we note that each τ may differ in the time range depending on how much time it took for |V τ | nodes to form the network.
users for the current reshare, and the distribution of times taken by the users to adopt the cascade C. We convert this curve into Hawkes interval curve shown in Figure 2 (c) by summing the intensities of time points in each interval. 2. We then identify intervals with local maxima (which are candidates for the steep interval) and local minima (which are candidates for the inhibition interval). 3. Based on ideas from [5] , we then use a maximum-likelihood approach to filter the points in step 2 shown in Step 3 of Figure 2 and obtain the parameters that we use to infer the steep and inhibition times of the new cascades.
Once we infer the parameters, we follow the above three steps for identifying the event times (which we represent by the mean of the respective event intervals) of the rest of the cascades in the corpus except that we avoid the maximum likelihood step and directly use the inferred parameters to compute the event times using a threshold technique. At the end of this procedure, we identify the time points t steep and t inhib , identifying the approximate growth and decline phases respectively. We refer to either of these time points as t e when we generalize the operations for an event, where e denotes the event of interest namely, the growth and the decline phases. Also t steep and t inhib refer to two time points with indices in the range spanned by τ but we use them to strictly point to two specific times in τ .
Network analysis model
We represent a social network as a directed graph G = (V, E) where V is a population of individuals and the edge (i, j) ∈ E refers to individual i having the ability to influence individual j. These influence relationships are known a-priori and as a practical matter, we determine these relationships from pre-viously observed microblog relationships that occur prior to the cascades analyzed in this paper. In our work, we denote this social network information by an undirected network
where V D denotes the individuals involved in the historical diffusion process and an edge e ∈ E D denotes that information has been shared between a pair of individuals ignoring the direction of propagation. This is similar to our previous work [1] and will be described in detail in Section 4. We denote the network produced by the participants of a cascade C by
C denotes all the individuals who participated in the diffusion spread of C in its entire lifecycle spanned by τ and an edge in e = (u, v) ∈ E τ C denotes that either v reshared C from u or the interaction happened in the past denoted by the presence of e in E D , that is to say we add the influence of the propagation links from our historical social network in the diffusion mechanism of the cascades. As mentioned before, we drop the subscript C from the notations when they are applicable for all cascades.
In context of the cascade network G τ , we denote G τ = (V τ , E τ ) as the subgraph of G τ , where V τ denotes the individuals who reshared a cascade C in the time subsequence τ and E τ denotes the set of edges e = (u, v) where the resharing from u to v happened in the time subsequence τ or there was an interaction in the historical diffusion period indicated by the presence of e in E D . In our work, we create the sequence of subsequences τ = τ 1 , . . . , τ Q , ordered by the starting time of each subsequence, where we denote Q to be the number of subsequences for C, which would vary for different cascades. For the subsequences, the following conditions hold: (1)
We note that |τ i | = |τ j | for any i = j, that is to say the time range spanned by the subsequences in itself may differ depending on the time taken by G τ to form the network. Similar to previous conventions, without loss of generality we will drop the subscripts and use τ to refer to a subsequence but the operations on which are applied to all subsequences for all cascades. In our work, we keep |V τ | fixed for every cascade in our corpus. The advantage of selecting this subsequence node set size a-priori is that we can avoid retrospective analysis and be agnostic about the final cascade size |V τ |. Since we do not fix Q and let it vary based on |V τ | and |V τ | for each cascade, we do not fix a specific interval for the subsequences containing the event time points for each cascade.
A temporal representation of a cascade is denoted by a sequence of overlapping subsequences N = N 1 , . . . , N S such that the following conditions hold:
We perform social network analysis on the subsequences N where we drop the index subscript when we generalize the analysis for all subsequences for all cascades. Such a temporal representation N helps us in avoiding disjoint subsequences for network analysis and replicates a sliding window approach.
We denote the subsequences containing t steep and t inhib as τ steep , τ inhib respectively and the first network in N containing these subsequences as N steep and N inhib respectively. We note that τ inhib is not necessarily the last subse-quence in the cascade, as there may be few more reshares before the cascade finally dies down but since we are interested in the subsequences before t inhib , we discard the rest of the subsequences after τ inhib from our analysis. Figure 3 gives a visual depiction of the method of analysis performed on the cascades using the subsequences. We perform our network analysis on each N in sequence of formation, under the representation described above until we reach the event subsequences as shown in the figure. We note that the presence of historical diffusion interactions denoted by the edges of E D in N introduces cycles in the structure of N which otherwise would exhibit a tree structure inherent to the property of cascades.
Network features
For each temporal network N in a cascade C, we compute several network features that act as indicators of the event subsequences in the cascade lifecycle and observe how these values change for the networks in N as the cascade progresses.
Formally for a given G N = (V N , E N ), a network feature f :v → R + assigns a non-negative value to every node v ∈ V N such that the values are indicative of the role of nodes in the spread of information during the interval spanned by N . This node value assignment depends on the underlying structure of N in terms of the edge connections between the nodes. We describe these features in detail in Section 5.
Statistical testing for feature significance
Like the one used in Bass model [36] , traditional approaches to quantify the importance of the networked structure of social networks involve: 1) using network features (such as the user friendship network characteristics); 2) forming regression models; 3) estimating parameters of the regression model to reject or accept hypothesis using statistical significance measures (as done in [37] ). The aim of such models is to infer the linear monotonicity relation between the response and the predictor variables without explicitly incorporating the temporal variation of the measures as predictors. Such models do not implicitly characterize whether such network features would temporally be good early indicators of some phenomena like virality or inhibition in the cascading process. To resolve this issue, causality in time series data has been recently put to practice to quantify the cause and effect over time [38] . However such parametric methods of logic based causality are computationally expensive. Granger causality [31] has been widely used as a parametric model to measure cause and effect in time series social network data [39] . We first introduce the concept of Granger causality as a tool for quantifying cause and effect and demonstrate its use for our network features. We use the causality framework to quantify the impact of node-centric features on the reshare time responses in a cascade. We use this causality framework to assess how central nodes affect the response time in the cascade, especially as it approaches inhibition.
Granger Causality
where U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u m } represents a multi-variate time series and for time t, u t is a real valued n-dimensional (column) vector with elements u 1t , u 2t , . . . u nt . The n × n real-valued matrices A k are the regression coefficients and the n-dimensional stochastic process t denote the residuals, which are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and serially uncorrelated. Using this notation, in the time-domain, Granger causality is motivated by the following: suppose that U t is split into two interdependent processes:
Under a predictive interpretation, Granger Causality from Y to X quantifies the "degree" to which the past of Y helps predict X in addition to the degree by which X is already predicted by its own past. These comprise two regression models to test for significance of causal effect of Y on X.
and
Then we apply Wald F-test to obtain a p-value for identifying whether or not Equation (3) results in a better regression model than Equation (4) with statistically significant better results.
Obtaining the feature time series
In this paper, we consider each node centrality feature separately to assess the cause and effect significance. In this section, we describe how we model each network feature as a series in the time domain to be able to use the causality framework. A univariate time series is modeled as a function T :t → x where . Let one of the reshare times be t ∈ τ i−1 and let the yellow node denote the resharer and the red node denote the rehshared node for the reshare at t. We set T f [t] to the feature value of the red node computed using G Ni . We repeat this operation for this iteration for all the reshares spanned in τ i−1 only.
x denotes the value of the series at time t and in our case t is represented in the discrete time domain.
We model a social network feature time series for each cascade C as follows: for each reshare that occurs between two nodes source and the target, at time t, we create a mapping T f of the feature value of source denoted by x to time point t, where the features are computed using the cascade network till time t. Precisely for each network feature f described in Section 5, we have a function T f :t → x. But since there can be a lot of reshares in a cascade and it would be infeasible to construct the cumulative cascade network for every new reshare and then recompute the centralities to obtain x for every t, we resort to using a different approach taking advantage of the temporal representation N .
Instead of computing the node centralities of the source node after every reshare, we compute the node features after each temporal network N is formed. Similar to the network analysis performed on N described in Section 3.2, we compute the node centrality values using the network induced by N . Since the temporal networks N are overlapping in the temporal representation N , to avoid considering reshares twice in the time series model, we only consider the reshares within the time spanned by the first subsequence in each N , since each N consists of two consecutive subsequences. Note that although we consider reshares within the first subsequence for each N when considering the iterations over the sequence of networks in N , the feature values are computed in the context of each network G N . For each reshare at t, we set T f [t] as the node centrality value for the source node for that reshare. For reshares which occur at the same time t we take the mean of the feature values of the source nodes for the reshares at t. Figure 4 gives an example of this mapping between the node feature values for f computed using networks in N to the time series T f .
Using the above procedure, we form the time series T f for feature f for each cascade among our corpus which form the set of causal variables we would be using for testing causality. We measure the effect of the causal features on the response variable R:t → ∆t where ∆t is the time difference between the current and its previous reshare. For each of the events and features, we form separate time series T f,e and R e where e denotes the event, by considering the time points from start of the cascade till t e . We drop the e from the subscripts when we explain the operations for a generic time series.
Measuring causality
To measure Granger causality between the series T f and R, we first fit the series data of each cascade separately to a Vector Autoregression model(VAR) with lag order p between [0, P ] where P denotes the maximum lag for a model. We then choose the order p of the VAR model based on the AIC (Akaike Information criterion) measure which helps us keep the lag order dynamic for different time series. The following equation gives the two hypothesis for measuring the causality between feature T f and R over a cascade C:
where Equation (5) represents the null hypothesis and Equation (6) represents the alternate full hypothesis.
Then we use the Wald F-test to test the hypothesis where the coefficients of the first p lagged values of R are zero in Equation (6) that is we follow Equation (5). We note that we do not perform the causality test of R on T f as we are not concerned about that direction of causality. The rejection of the null hypothesis implies a rejection of Granger non-causality that is to say, it supports the presence of Granger causality.
Forecasting Events
In this paper, in addition to assessing the impact of the node features on the reshares using causality, we use them to predict the time when the cascade would reach the event times t e . Specifically, given time difference series R e , we try to forecast the last value in R e for the respective event e using a VAR model. This is equivalent to forecasting t e since the last point in R e denotes the time difference between t e and its previous point.
Implicitly, the significance values in Granger causality testing over a time series are time-invariant, that is to say it does not detect whether the level of significance of the causality of a particular time point or a time subsequence is higher or lower compared to other time points or interval in the same time series. Although a particular feature may be more pronounced as a causal variable in terms of its significance, we cannot infer whether it is a good indicator of t e for a particular event e. Also Granger causality tests from causal variable X to the effect Y provides incremental benefits on forecasting Y combined with the additional history of X instead of just using the history of Y . So it does not test the benefit the feature X alone in forecasting the response time of the users. To achieve that, we use the following two models to forecast t e or specifically the time difference between t e and its previous reshare time, either of which can be calculated from the other:
1. Model 1 : Here we use an autoregression model with the node measures T f as the input features given by:
where the symbols hold the same meaning as defined in Equation 6. 2. Model 2 : For this we simply use the full Granger model defined in Equation 6, that is we use the combined effect of the node measures and the past history of the reshare response time series itself.
We explain the split of the training and testing part for each time series in details in the Results section in 6.2. 
Data description and Experiment method
For building the diffusion network, we use the dataset provided by WISE 2012 Challenge 1 as has been previously used in [1] . The dataset provides us with user data and the reposting information of each microblog along with the reposting times which enables us to form the cascades for each microblog separately. The diffusion network mentioned in Section 3. this network also exhibits a power law distribution of degree [1] . Table 2 shows the statistics of the diffusion network and the corpus of cascades used in our experimental study. From the corpus of cascades which spanned between June 1, 2011 and August 31, 2011, we only work with cascades with more than 300 nodes. Since we are considering subsequences preceding τ steep and τ inhib for our analysis, we discard cascades of smaller sizes in our experiments. Figures 5(a) and (b) show the histograms for the cascade lifetimes measured by T C and the cascade sizes measured by S C . As seen in Figure 5 , although the lifetimes follow a Gaussian distribution, most cascades survive for less than 600 reshares having a skewed distribution.
Amongst the corpus of cascades, the number of Type I cascades is 5924 while the total number of Type II and Type III cascades is 1483. The total number of cascades of Type I are roughly around 80 % of the total number of cascades that are more than size 300. For dividing the cascade curve C into intervals of size K C = α log(T C ) as described in Section 3.1, we set the scaling factor α to 5 which we found suitable through experimental evaluations, in order to obtain window sizes which are optimal. For finding the suitable α and the parameters from the maximum likelihood method, we carefully choose 1000 cascades from among the entire corpus which is roughly around 13% of the corpus, on which the evaluation is done. The sensitivity of α as a parameter for the optimal window sizes has been studied in detail in Appendix Section A2. We separate Type I cascades from Type II and Type III cascades by setting a threshold of time (t th ). We mark those cascades with t steep ≤ t th as Type I. We set t th = 5000 minutes, as we found that majority of cascades following the Type I pattern in Figure 1(a) experience the steep phase before our selected threshold time. The reason for using this threshold to label Type I cascades instead of using more complex curve fitting methods is two-fold: firstly, since the shape of curves even within Type I cascades vary based on when t steep occurs, it is difficult to manually select a set of Type I cascades to estimate parameters by MLE for a logistic model that are representative for all Type I cascades and secondly we observed that the Type I cascades are mainly characterized by situations where t steep occurs within a very short time after the cascade starts and cascades where t steep occurs after a certain amount of time do not exhibit the Type I pattern. As shown in Figure 5(a) , the median for the lifetimes occur at around 10000 minutes and hence t th = 5000 means that the steep growth happens within the first half for majority of the cascades.
For our social network analysis method described in Section 3.2, we fix |V τ | to 40 for all the cascades. Following this, |V N | ≤ 80 although |E N | would vary for each N . For evaluation of the intervals leading to τ steep and τ inhib , we consider the last 20 networks N preceding N steep and also for N inhib , since as mentioned before τ steep and τ inhib would vary for each cascade and therefore it is not possible to select any particular subsequence for analysis. This is also to ensure that we do not miss out on any time subsequences that may be early signs of an approaching steep or an inhibition interval. We obtain two sets of plots for the regions preceding τ steep and τ inhib -this comparative analysis of the two phases helps us contrast the structural properties in the network during those phases and is instrumental in making some concrete conclusions about the inhibition time phase.
Network measures for events
For each temporal network N in a cascade C, we compute the features described in this section and observe how these values change for the networks in N as the cascade progresses. Centrality of nodes or identification of 'key' nodes in spread of information has been an important area of research in social network analysis [46] . But in majority of these analyses, measurement of importance through some network statistics are performed on static networks evolving on a cumulative basis. We consider individual node features over time and observe how they change over the lifecycle of the cascade that is to say, whether emergence of crucial nodes with high or low feature values in the middle of the cascade maximizes the reshares rate or the absence of such nodes augments the rate of cascade decay. The setup for the analysis of evolution of the cascade networks in this paper mentioned in Section 3.2 allows us to use the already existing centrality measures for understanding the diffusion mechanism from the perspective of node significance at different instances of time. We refrain from using temporal centralities since our level of granularity for the static networks is equal to the span of N . We also avoid using diffusion centralities as each G N does not include any node or edge attributes. Briefly the node measures we use in this paper can be categorized into the following:
1. Degree analysis: Nodal degree and Degree entropy 2. Connectivity analysis: Clustering, Pagerank and Alpha centrality 3. Path analysis: Betweenness
Nodal Degree
We observe the nodal degree k i of a node i as a measure of how connectivity to immediate neighbors can affect the extent of diffusion spread. We find that nodal degrees in itself do not show much variations within the values owing to the sparsity of the cascade network although there are signs of slight increasing trends in the intervals preceding τ styeep observed from the plots in Figure 6 (a). The lack of evidence of any variation pattern in the evolution of nodal degree over the temporal networks shows that the connectivity of the nodes with their immediate neighbors is not very informative per se for observing the dynamics of the networks.
Degree entropy
We take motivation from the idea proposed in [35] to see how the degree of the neighbors of a node i affects its influence power when k i is in the lower percentile of the degree distribution of the network, where k i denotes the number of neighbors denoted by n(i) in N . Although the approach in that paper used clusters to define the degree entropy of a node, we avoid using clusters and instead use the neighbors of nodes in n(i) as a measure of the influence of i. Traditionally, as proposed in [35] , when k i is low, influence is a function of the degree of neighbors but as k i increases, its own influence power dominates that of its neighbors in that more users reshare from i itself.
We define the degree entropy as follows:
Equation 8 states that when the node i's degree k i is significantly higher than the degree of its out-neighbors, H i turns out to be on the higher percentile of the distribution of degree entropies and should be representative of the higher growth in the cascade lifecycle. On the contrary, when k i is lower compared to its out-neighbors' degree, H i is low and should be representative of the declining phase of the lifecycle. The box plots in Figures 7 reveal that while the intervals preceding τ steep show a steady increase in the values, the intervals preceding τ inhib show a gradual increase indicated by the increasing medians of the boxes before starting to decay to finally reach the inhibition zone. This is more representative of the general adoption dynamics that we expect from Type I cascades. However in degree entropy, the presence of high degree neighbors undermine the node power itself as far as the degree is concerned and therefore in a way it distinguishes itself from the nodal degree itself. This evaluation will be crucial when we try to forecast the event times for a cascade in Section 6.2.
Clustering Coefficient
The clustering around a node u is quantified by the clustering coefficient C u , defined as the number of triangles in which node u participates normalized by the maximum possible number of such triangles, formally
where t i denotes the number of triangles around node i and k i denotes its degree in the network. Traditionally, clustering has been believed to be an interference in the cascade progress [27] .The main crux in connectivity through forming quick and small clusters has been studied before and pose two important explanations: first while higher clustering suggests groups forming circles to an extent the message does not circulate beyond certain nodes and secondly more small clusters suggest that users who exhibit higher clustering coefficients are more eager to form such loops easily thereby increasing the diffusion rate.
To test these two theoretical observations, we use clustering coefficients of nodes as a measure of information diffusion spread. To test our hypothesis about nodes forming quick clusters being an amplifier of diffusion spread or being a bottleneck in the spread, we observe the clustering coefficient of nodes with the progress of subsequences in time. As shown in Figure 8 , we observe that the clustering coefficient rapidly increases in the intervals preceding τ steep , whereas although there may be a slight increase in the intervals preceding τ inhib , the change is not visible. So generally we find that the hypothesis of higher clustering coefficients being a bottleneck does not hold in a cascade setting. The failure of the hypothesis to show clusters as a bottleneck towards slow growth in cascades will be enhanced when we use it for forecasting event times.
PageRank
PageRank centrality [20] has been used for ranking the spreading capability of users in diffusion networks and till date, most of the research done on PageRank has been on simulation of spreading dynamics to validate it as a strong predictor of influence. In [21] , the authors study the PageRank centrality in relation to stochastic processes and conclude that in general, the PageRank measure does not perform well when it comes to predicting the information spread. Similarly, in [22] between the way Pagerank centrality is calculated in an undirected network and the degree entropy -both of them point to the fact that the strength of a node in diffusion spread is characterized by the presence a node with many out-neighbors. In Pagerank, additionally the centrality of a node is augmented by the presence of large number of out-neighbors with high degree.
Betweenness centrality
Betweenness centrality measures the extent to which a node lies on information diffusion paths between other nodes. Nodes with high betweenness may have considerable influence within a network by virtue of their control on the information flow between others. They are also the ones whose removal from the network should disrupt flow of information between other nodes because they lie on the largest number of shortest paths taken by messages. Similar to nodal degrees, we do not observe any significant change or trend pattern in the values in the intervals preceding both the intervals.
Alpha Centrality
Alpha Centrality measures the number of paths originating from a node, exponentially attenuated by their length [48, 49] . Formally, Alpha centrality is defined as
where C α denotes the vector of alpha centralities for each node, A denotes the adjacency matrix of the cascade graph, e denotes a vector of ones, and α is a parameter that controls the influence from the neighboring nodes. Intuitively, the parameter α determines, how far on average the nodes' effect would be propagated. As mentioned in [50] , when α ∼ = 0, nodes with higher degree centralities correspond to nodes with high Alpha centralities and when α reaches the inverse of the maximum eigenvalue of A, it is similar to eigenvector centrality. In this paper, we set α to half the value of the inverse of λ max which is the largest eigenvalue of A. From Figure 11 , we find that the dip in the alpha centralities in intervals preceding the steep region is slightly higher than that before the inhibition region, suggesting that it is not highly correlated with the nodal degree as would otherwise be expected in the critical regime [50] .
Feature Correlation
To examine how correlated these centralities are during the two phases of the diffusion mechanism studied in this paper, we examined how similar each of these measures are with respect to the most central nodes ranked according to the measures described above. To this end, we consider the top 20 nodes in terms of rank for each measure considering the temporal networks G N for each . ures 12(a), we find that Degree entropy has higher similarity in terms of the Jaccard measure with Pagerank and Alpha centrality, which hints at the fact that the these measures are similar in that they consider the extent of neighborhood connectivity as a measure of diffusion and not just the immediate neighbors for the measurement. On the other hand, from Figures 12(e) and 13(a) we find that Nodal degree shares more similarity with Betweenness and the similarity increases rapidly towards the intervals preceding the steep region. We find that Clustering coefficient shares the least similarity in terms of the top ranked nodes shown in Figure13(e) and (f) and one of the major reasons behind this is that since the clustering coefficients are low in a cascade setting, many top ranked nodes share similar values and hence taking the top ranked nodes would mean randomly picking one from among two similar ranked nodes.
6 Quantitative analysis
Granger Causality results
Lag order selection in Vector Autoregressive models (VAR) has been comprehensively studied in [40] . We set the maximum lag order parameter P of the autoregression model, explained in Section 3.4 to 5 although as mentioned, for each time series we select the best order p in the range [1, P ] based on AIC criterion which we finally use in Equations 5 and 6. This helps us to keep the lag order dynamic for different time series representing different cascades and is helpful as the length of the time series varies for the cascades. We refrain from using orders higher than 5 for the model since as shown in Figure 14 , most of the time series have lengths in the range [0, 100], so having higher orders would not be suitable as training data. For checking the stationarity of the data, we performed the Dickey-Fuller test [47] for each of the time series and in cases where there was an evidence of non-stationarity, we performed a first-order difference of the time-series and used that as input. However from our empirical observations we found that for R, since we are already using reshare time differences as the time series which implicitly exhibited a first-difference of τ for the cascade, for most of the cascades they are stationary. For our Granger causality framework, for each of the measures we count the number of cascades where the feature time series T f granger-caused the reshares response time R indicated by the rejection of the null model and acceptance of the full model in Equation 6 . The Granger causality results in Figure 15 and the corresponding average p-values for the time series' in Figure 16 show that the while degree entropy and PageRank as individual measures both prove to be the better indicators of the cascade dynamics leading to inhibition, clustering coefficient proves to be weakly causal among those examined. One of the many reasons for the failure of clustering coefficient in incrementally adding to the prediction of future is that since clustering measures the number of triangles around a node, it usually helps to have a large network for evaluation and with temporal networks which are constrained by the size of the cascades hinder formation of large clusters. A second reason for the poor performance of clustering coefficient as an indicator of inhibition is that unlike in social networks containing all cascades where the traces of individuals are recorded over a period long enough to measure individual tendencies towards large group formation, in a cascade setting however, the "influencers" keep changing very rapidly so that it becomes very difficult for an individual to form large groups within such a short span. 
Forecasting results
In this section, we first describe the method we used to split the data to form training and test data sets. Since the autoregression model in Equation 6 has a lag order of p, we partition the data into two groups: the training set having all the data points save the last p + 1 points prior to t e and we reserve the last p + 1 points to form our test set with the first p among them as the input data for the regression model and the last point corresponding t e as the test output for validation. Let R e,c [t e ] be the actual value at t e for a cascade c for the event e andR e,c [t e ] be the estimated value by the VAR model. For the forecasting t inhib , we perform an additional control experiment on the length of the time series. We only use the points in T f,inhib ranging between t steep and t inhib and similarly for R e which we call clipped series. We use clipped series to see whether points just in the near past of t inhib improve the forecast results compared to the case when we include all points in the range [0, t inhib ]. Since the time series of the features may not be perfectly stationary, this control experiment helps us in analyzing the importance of memory in event detection. We compute the mean absolute error for all the combinations of models and time series lengths on our corpus as follows:
|R e,c [t e ] −R e,c [t e ]|
where |C| denotes the number of cascades. For forecasting t steep , we find from Figure 17 that for all the network features, Model 1 performs significantly better than Model 2 in terms of the errors. The unusually high error values for clustering coefficients indicate that clustering coefficients of nodes in a cascade setting perform very less to no role in predicting the future course of the growth phase in the lifecycle. Although other features perform equally, we find that the individual effects of the features are more useful as predictors than the combination with the response variable itself in the VAR model in Equation 3 .
The results for the forecast of t inhib in Figure 18 bring out the following observations: (1) firstly, the results of the Granger causality are synchronous to the forecasting results for t inhib from the context of the node measures as we find that for all the combinations, degree entropy turns out to be better in forecasting t inhib denoted by the least MAE in all the cases while clustering coefficient turns out to be a bad feature for measurement having the highest MAE among all, (2) in general, when we include only the points between the steep and the inhibition interval for measuring t inhib , Model 1 works better than Model 2 which means that when we use the node measures in silos, the points closer to inhibition are more informative and it is not necessary to look into the far past. Secondly, when we include all the points in T f for the models, we do not find any concrete evidence to suggest the better among the two, (3) In fact when we compare the two models, we find that for Model 2 which replicates the full Granger model, taking the whole time series for the regression model yields better results in terms of lower MAE while for Model 1 which tests the performance of individual measures as predictors, it is better to take only the points in the vicinity of the inhibition region.
Conclusion and Future Work
Identifying and validating the event intervals is a complicated task due to lack of ground truth for evaluation. In this paper we try to formalize the event interval identification mechanism using point processes and then define certain structural features which qualitatively as well as quantitatively measure causes behind the dynamics of growth during the two event intervals in the cascade lifecycle. In this paper, we consider the cascade network structure as the main component for analysis instead of the contact or friendship network that is traditionally used for analysis of node importance. The temporal evaluation of the cascade based on structural properties is a first in this kind of study although there have been close approaches for measuring temporal features in networks but avoiding cascades individually. The saliency of this paper lies in the structural analysis of the temporally ordered cascade networks to explain how the properties change and whether they could be indicators of the approaching steep or inhibition subsequences. We analyze the network using node-centric features which help us understand the resharing process from the user's perspective. We conclude that a user's influence in terms of higher node degree compared to its neighbors can be instrumental in driving the cascade augmented by the fact that the degree entropy has a high causal relationship with the resharing response time among all the features examined. It also exhibits the lowest MAE when we use it for forecasting the future inhibition and steep event times. On the other hand, we find that clustering coefficient of a node is unable to explain the diffusion process of the cascades leading to steep and inhibition subsequences explained by the fact that it was able to causally affect the reshare responses, the least among the features examined. Additionally it also exhibited highest MAE when forecasting the occurrence times of the events. Although the entire paper has been focused on certain type of cascades, this work can be extended to all cascades by relaxing the definition of "inhibition" to include all points in a cascade where there is slackness in growth. One of the other areas where this work can be extended is to introduce measures and algorithms for minimizing the inhibition and to study what settings could boost information spread in cascades [53] .
